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Mul�ple access channel

Simplest network communica�on scenario involving two senders and one receiver.

Goal

Each sender transmits individual

classical messages through

common channel to the receiver.
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Capacity region of a MAC

Single‐le�er capacity region of a MAC                              (Ahlswede '73, Liao '73)



Typical capacity region of a MAC



Capacity region of a MAC

Ahlswede‐Liao region characterized by single‐le�er formula.

Complicated part: product constraint (🠐independence constraint) on input RVs.

We will study both ques�ons using the theory of non‐local games.

How hard is it to compute the full region?

Ques�on 2

Can we use entanglement assistance

to boost transmission rates?

Ques�on 1

YES NP‐HARD



Non‐local games
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Non‐local games: Quantum strategies

Referee

Alice Bob



Magic square game

Alice is given a row.

Bob is given a column.

They win, if:
          Alice's parity is even;

          Bob's parity is odd;
          strings agree in overlapping cell.

[Mermin, PRL 65.27 (1990)]

[Peres, Phys. Le�. A 151.3 (1990)]
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Magic square game
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[Mermin, PRL 65.27 (1990)], [Peres, Phys. Le�. A 151.3 (1990)], [Brassard et al., Found. Phys. 35.11 (2005)]



MAC in terms of a non‐local game

Alice

Bob

Game strategy

Inspired by [Quek & Shor, PRA 95.5 (2017)].



Entanglement assistance for MACs

Alice

Bob

Entanglement‐assisted
game strategy:



Sum rate of a non‐local game MAC

Lemma

Problem



Sum rate of a non‐local game MAC

Lemma

Main result: No‐Go theorem for classical strategies

Lemma



Sum rate of a non‐local game MAC

Main result: perfect sum rate with entanglement

Lemma



Entanglement helps in a classical task

Summary of main result

There are mul�ple access channels for which the unassisted capacity region
and the entanglement‐assisted capacity region are strictly separated.

In other words: Entanglement shared between senders helps in a 
strictly classical coding task! 

Remarkable, because entanglement does not boost (asympto�c) capacity of 
single‐sender‐single‐receiver channels.



Example: Magic square game channel

approxima�on
to capacity region Bound on

classical sum rate

achievable using

perfect quantum strategy



Further results

Unbounded entanglement

[Slofstra and Vidick, Ann. H. Poincare 19.10 (2018)]

[Slofstra, Forum Math. Pi 7 (2019)]

NP‐hardness

[Håstad, J. ACM 48.4 (2001)]



Open ques�ons

Informa�on‐theore�c Op�miza�on‐theore�c

Can we improve sum rate bound

to get "true" separa�on?

Formula for the entanglement‐
assisted capacity region? 

What about arbitrary (three‐way)
entanglement assistance?

Efficiently computable outer
bounds for capacity region of MAC?

Can entanglement boost the 
capacity of arbitrary MACs?

Efficient op�miza�on over 
(bilinear) quantum strategies?

Thanks for your a�en�on!


